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Health and Safety Policy

Introduction

Herewith is our Policy Statement re: Safety, Health and Welfare at Work at Ss. Peter & Paul
N.S., Straide.

The  Safety  Committee  will  include  the  Principal,  Deputy  Principal  and  Safety
Representatives (Staff). 

General Safety

The B.O.M. will ensure that, in so far as is practicable, the highest standards of safety shall
prevail  and that  the  provisions  of  the  Safety, Health  and Welfare  at  Work Act  2005 are
applied, specifically: 

. :

 That its  statutory obligations under legislation extends to  employees,  students and
persons legitimately conducting school business and to the public. 

 Contractors  or work personell from outside agencies  must make direct contact with
the Principal.

 The  design,  provision  and  maintenance  of  plant  and  machinery  that  is  safe  and
without risk to health, including safe means of access to /and exit from the school.

 The design, provision and maintenance of safe means of access to and regress from
places of work.

 Procedures will be put in place to enhance the protection of staff and pupils from
unprovoked, violent behaviour e.g. throwing of objects, physical contact.

 The  provision  and  maintenance  of  suitable  protective  clothing  or  equivalent  as
necessary to ensure the safety and health at work of its employees.

 The preparation and revision of adequate plans to be followed in emergencies e.g.:
fire drill, injuries, and accidents.

 The safety in connection with use of any article or substance is maintained.
 The provision of arrangements for consultation with employees on matters of Health

and Safety e.g. lifting.
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 The provision of arrangements for the selection from amongst its  employees of a
representative.

 The continuing updating of the Safety Statement

Introduction:

The B.O.M. of  Ss. Peter & Paul N.S., Straide, charged with the direct government of the
school has prepared this safety statement in accordance with the requirements of the Safety,
Health & Welfare Act 1989, Section 12, sub-sections 1-8.   In doing so, it is mindful of the
unique place the school occupies as an extension of the home life of the child and of the
responsibilities entrusted to the personnel of the school by the parents of the pupils.

Safety. Health and Welfare within the school is, and always has been, a most sacred duty
incumbent  on  all  members  of  the  school  community  and  one  which  calls  for  constant
vigilance.
Under Rule 123(4) and Circular 16/73 of the Dept. of Education & Science,  our Principal, is
responsible for the discipline of the school generally, the control of other members of the
teaching staff, including the co-ordination and effective supervision, the organisation of the
school and other matters relating to the work of the school.
In carrying out these duties, the Principal is required to organise supervision of the order and
general  behaviour  of  the  pupils  during  school  hours.   In  carrying  out  these  duties,  in
conjunction with staff, she organises and participates in the effective supervision of the pupils
during  breaks,  lunch  periods,  assembly  and  dismissal.  A table  of  names  and  times  of
supervision duties is on display in the staffroom. Adequate supervision and work for pupils
whose teacher is absent is arranged. Regular meetings with staff on matters concerning the
general work of the school take place. Our Deputy-Principal is required to assist the Principal
in the day-to-day organisation and supervision of the school.

B.O.M. Philosophy

The  B.O.M.  recognises  and  accepts  not  only  its  statutory  responsibilities  but  also  its
obligations as an employer to direct manage and achieve the Safety, Health and Welfare at
work of every employee and guest alike. 
The B.O.M. believes that each employee accepts his/her legal and moral responsibilities for
improving and maintaining Safety, Health and Welfare in the workplace and for behaviour
which does not jeopardise the individual’s personal Safety, Health and Welfare or that of
others.

Safety Organisation

Safety is a line management responsibility.  All Staff have a duty of care to the pupils while
on the school premises. Teachers are responsible for safety in their own areas and for the
implementation of relevant safety procedures. Staff support one another in the implantation
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of this policy. The Principal should ensure that each employee obtains a copy of the Safety
Statement and be familiar with its contents.

Code of Discipline
The Code of Behaviour in the school provides for a level of behaviour to minimise personal
risk or stress to any employee or pupil.

Access to employees is by consent
Persons coming onto the school premises are requested to identify themselves clearly and
report to /meet  the Principal. 
When an employee or pupil feel at risk from or threatened by a particular person on school
property this must be drawn to the attention of the B.O.M., who will then undertake to ensure
that in such circumstances all appropriate measures will be taken to protect employees and
children.

First Aid 

It is the policy of the B.O.M. of Ss. Peter & Paul N.S., Straide.that:

- all required remedies and equipment are made available for First Aid function
- there will be an adequate supply of properly equipped First Aid Boxes available at all

times to staff which will contain:

Disposable gloves must be used at all times when administering First Aid.
Hot water and soap is available and should be used before and after administering First Aid.

Accidents

1. Do as any responsible parent would do.
2. Presume that the actual injury is worse than it appears.
3. Cotton wool and water to be used in cleaning wounds.
4. If pupil is seriously grazed/ injured, please inform the Principal.
5. Write a report stating time, date, place, circumstances, teacher on duty etc.
6. If head or limbs of child are injured please inform parent in case of delayed reaction.
7. If  accident  occurred  because  of  negligence  in  school/playground,  please  inform  the

Principal. 
 
Work which is taking place, which constitutes any threat to Health & Safety will take place
outside school hours/ alternative arrangements for pupils movements will be put in place.

All  flammable,  toxic  and  corrosive  substances  must  be  kept  in  the  locked  press/room
provided. All the above substances must be clearly and accurately labelled at all times.
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Injuries to pupils/Staff

1. The teacher in charge of the injured pupil should, to the best of her/his ability, assess the
severity of the injury.  If in doubt, the teacher should consult with the Principal or another
member of staff.

2. If the injury is judged to be superficial, first aid might be administered to the pupil by a
member of staff, using the school’s First Aid Kit.

3. In the case of more serious injuries, where it is judged that medical assistance is needed,
the  parents/guardians  of  the  injured  child  should,  where  possible,  be  contacted  by
telephone.   Such contact  should be made by the Principal  or  other  staff member. An
ambulance  should be  called  in  case  of  emergency or  where  movement  of  an  injured
person may be unwise.

4. The  teacher  in  charge  may  bring  the  injured  child  to  a  doctor,  in  exceptional
circumstances  where  the  parent  cannot  be  contacted  or  child  is  unaccompanied,  and
remain until treatment has been concluded.  The child might then be brought home and
the parent/guardian made aware of the circumstances of the injury.

Identifying the hazards   -     assessment of risk

The B.O.M. in  consultation with the Teaching Staff has identified the following areas of
school  life and activity  as requiring special  care in  order to prevent  injury or damage to
members of the school community:

 Children walk on the corridor at all times
 Children walk to the playground/from the playground in single file, class by class
 Children walk to/from P.E. accompanied by class teacher.  Tracksuit and runners must be

worn for P.E. class.
 A Staff member will supervise breaks on a rota basis.
 Children walk on stairs at all times
 Precautionary notices in respect of safety matters are displayed at relevant points
 Care must be taken with loose pendant-type jewellery, long hair, neck ties, scarves, loose

clothing and flowing robes when on yard for play or P.E. class.

Activities within the classroom
Every teacher is responsible for behaviour of pupils within the classroom from 9.00 a.m. –
2.40 p.m. In all pupil activity involving games of whatsoever kind, teachers exercise prudent
judgement on the level of safety required, and bring to the notice of the Principal any matter
requiring corrective action.
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Within the classroom and school/building, during normal school business, the hazards with
potential for danger/injury for all within the school are:

1. Activity involving the use of pencils, scissors, pointed implements
2. Activity involving the use of electrical power, videos, projector, computers
3. Moveable furniture

Class rules on safety which must be observed:

(a) Children are not allowed to plug or unplug any electrical equipment
(b)Children are forbidden to climb in the classroom
(c) Children are forbidden to run in the classroom
(d)Children are forbidden to carry glassware, cups etc.

However, some accidents may occur  due to  oversight  or  the postponement  of  rectifying
defective  equipment.  Teachers  are  asked  to  report  any  defective  equipment  to  the
Principal/Deputy Principal.

Teachers,  secretary,  cleaner  are  requested  to  conduct  periodic  safety  checks  in  their
classrooms and/or work spaces.

Restricted Areas:   The Staff Room is restricted to staff only and/or other authorised visitors.

Art:
 The teacher has overall responsibility for maintaining safety during Art lessons.

Physical Education:
 The teacher must supervise all Physical Education exercises.
 The teacher must require that the children wear proper P.E. gear.
 It is required that floors are kept dry and clear, where possible.
 Report any safety hazard to relevant personnel. (Principal/Deputy Principal)
 Maintenance to be carried out as required.

Welfare 

Hygiene is the concern of everyone in our school.  Good hygiene practice is essential for the
Health & Welfare of all in school.  For this reason, any infringement of the code of conduct
in  the  bathroom  area  will  be  viewed  with  particular  seriousness.   While  it  is  the
responsibility of Parent/Guardian, teachers are requested to train their pupils in good hygiene
practice.  The staff is required to be vigilant in this regard and to bring to the notice of the
Principal any corrective action which may be deemed to be necessary.
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First Aid
There  is  a  comprehensive  First-Aid Box available  in  staff  room to deal  with  any minor
injuries.

Fire Instructions  -    Evacuation Procedures

The B.O.M. draws attention to the danger of fire in the school.  Each teacher should instruct
the pupils in the Fire Drill to be observed in the event of fire.  At least one Fire Drill per term
is carried out.

In the event of Fire or Fire Drill, the following procedures should be followed:
 Anyone (adult or child) discovering a fire should raise the alarm at once.

Evacuation:

 On hearing the alarm, pupils should stand to attention by their desks and when instructed
by the class teacher as to the exit and route to be followed, should leave the classroom in
single file.  The children are asked to:

(a) maintain silence
(b) to walk, not run
(c) not to attempt to pass others
(d) not to return for anything they have left behind/forgotten.
(e) Classes should then proceed to the place of assembly 
(f) Teacher should follow at the rear of the class with class list, having first checked that the

classroom is clear of children.
(g) The classroom door and all other doors on the escape route which will not be used again

should be closed.
(h) On reaching the Assembly Point each teacher should have the class in single file and the

roll  should  be  called  immediately.  The  result  of  the  roll  call  to  be  conveyed  to  the
Principal who should be in the school yard.

(i) Do not return until instructions are given by the teacher.

 If children are in a classroom which is not their own they should proceed with that class
to the school yard to take up position at their own assembly point and wait for roll call.

 On hearing the alarm, any other adults in the building should leave the building and then
report immediately to the principal or caretaker on the yard.

 The  Fire  Brigade  should  be  called  immediately  by  the  principal,  deputy  principal  or
secretary by  dialling 999 and precise instructions given to where the school is situated.  

 If the Fire Alarm is heard during break time the teacher on yard duty should assemble the
children at the assembly point.   Teachers not on yard duty or if it is a wet day, should
return to their classrooms immediately and follow evacuation procedures.

 These instructions are not intended to preclude an immediate attack on the fire with a fire
extinguisher where this can be done without personal risk.
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 In the event of a class being dispersed to other classrooms in the absence of their teacher,
the roll should be called and the class list should be sent to the office.

 A note should be placed in the roll book if children have to go home early on that day.
 The first adult who notices fire raise the alarm.

Fire-Fighting Equipment

5 Fire Extinguishers in School

1 Fire Extinguisher in Staff Room

1 Fire Extinguisher and 1 Fire Blanket in the Kitchen

1 Fire Extinguisher in Boiler House 

General Safety

The aim of the B.O.M. is to provide a healthy and safe working environment.   This can be
achieved with the help and assistance of all employees and pupils by:

1. Observing the general rule of safety
2. Using all equipment in a safe and proper manner
3. Employing  the  proper  procedures  when  carrying  out  tasks  and  ensuring  that  no

practices are used which may act as a source of danger to themselves and/or others.
4. Keeping work areas clean and tidy at all times
5. Making  sure  that  all  corridors  and  passageways,  particularly  all  those  leading  to

escape routes, are kept  free of obstructions at all times
6. Taking care that fire points are not blocked or covered up in any way and that they are

already for use if the need arises.

Specific Hazards

Fire
It is the policy of the B.O.M. of Ss. Peter & Paul N.S., Straide, that:

 There is an adequate supply of fire extinguishers which will deal with any type of fire
 All fire equipment is identified and regularly serviced
 Regular Fire Drills take place at least twice yearly/ term  and evidence of this is logged
 Instruction is given in the use of Fire Extinguishers for specific materials/equipment
 Fire alarms are clearly marked
 Signs will be clearly visible to ensure visitors are aware of exit doors
 All electrical equipment be unplugged or turned off outside office hours and when school

is vacated for lengthy periods
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 An assembly area is designated in the playground
 Those leaving buildings/classrooms should inform the Principal or teacher next door
 Exit  signs  are  clearly  marked.   Exits  are  kept  clear  at  all  times  and  are  adequately

signposted.
 There will  be a  named person in  each unit  responsible  for  fire  drills  and evacuation

procedures.
  

In addition, the following procedures will be maintained at all times:

 Adequate lighting will be provided internally and externally.

 Notice on specific safety procedures/disciplines will be prominently displayed.

 No flammable materials will be stored near heat.

 Notice given re uneven areas, i.e: steps, ramps, stairs etc.

 All staff will report broken/cracked panes of glass to Principal and Post holders.

 Chipped delph, pottery, glassware etc. will be disposed of separately and safely.

 Spillages will be promptly marked with cone and cleaned up immediately.

 Become aware of the hazardous chemicals in the school and the procedures to deal with
and neutralise prior to disposal.

 Highest standards of hygiene will be maintained in staffrooms and toilets.

 Broken furniture will be removed and repaired if possible.

 Visual display units will be operated in a safe manner only and all flexes will be checked
for safety.

 Overcrowding in classrooms, staffroom or  playgrounds will  be avoided to  ensure the
safety of staff and pupils.

Electrical Equipment

 All  moving  machine  parts  must  have  safety  guards  in  place  -  removable  only  in
authorised situation.

 If necessary, tripping mechanisms should be fitted to prevent equipment operating on the
removal of guards

Responsibilities of Principal

The  B.O.M.  and  the  Principal  initiate  the  safety  policies.  The  Principal  delegates  the
implementation of the policy to the named personnel.
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The B.O.M. provides funds and facilities to implement the safety policy.
The Principal or delegated Post Holder will assume responsibility for the induction of new
employees familiarising the new employee(s) with layout of premises, hazards, emergency
procedures and names of post holders responsible for safety, and consultation processes in
place.
The Principal shall discuss hazards in the workplace.
The Principal will outline the consultation processes in place.
The  Principal  will  identify  staff  members  who  are  post  holders  and  their  specific
responsibilities.
The Principal will indicate any hazard zones

Responsibility of Post holders    

1. The  Principal,  Deputy  Principal  and  AP2  Post  holder should  know  the  statutory
requirements  and  are  responsible  for  ensuring  awareness  and  observation  of  the
requirements with the entire staff to ensure that sound and safe working practices are
observed.

2. Ensure that safety precautions are observed by outside contractors when on site.

3. Ensure that proper procedures are adhered to in reporting, recording and investigating
incidents.

4. Ensure, when necessary, that protective clothing and equipment is available e.g: science
and P.E., and that teachers and pupils are encouraged to use them.

5. Ensure that the standard of overall hygiene is maintained and good practices encouraged.
Supply of latex gloves for First Aid. 

6. Ensure that each classroom is aware of fire drill and practises evacuation situations once
in a term.

Responsibilities of School Secretary

Emergency  telephone  numbers  and  addresses  should  be  easily  accessible  and  clearly
displayed.

The Secretary should inform the Principal of any defects in office equipment.

The Secretary should work in a manner guaranteed to ensure her own safety.

The Secretary should avoid hazards in her working area such as, open filing cabinet drawers,
trailing cables,  build-up of papers. Photocopiers must be kept out of the office.  (H. & S.
Regulation)
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The Secretary should be aware of where the fire fighting equipment is situated and should
also know how to operate it. 

Responsibilities of the Cleaner

The Cleaner:
 takes every care to work in a safe manner
 knows the correct fire drill and evacuation procedures
 is able to identify and use fire extinguishers in the building they work in
 wears protective clothing if the task requires it
 report injuries immediately to the Principal / Safety Officer
 ensures all spillages are dealt with and wiped up appropriately
 display “Cleaning-in-Progress” signs/ and “Caution” cones where necessary.
 reports defects in machinery and equipment to the Principal/ Deputy Principal
 avoids trailing cables
 adheres to the high standards of cleanliness and hygiene as required by the B.O.M.
 ensures mats and carpets are safely laid after cleaning to avoid trip hazards.

Consultation Process

1. The staff are obliged to report defects in order to ensure the safety and well-being of
pupils and whole-school staff.   It should also be reported with a view to the defect being
repaired.

2. The person to whom defects are reported should inspect the situation/defect and take
appropriate action, that person being the Principal/ Deputy Principal/ AP2 holder. If this
person fails to take appropriate action, it will be reported to the Principal.

3. Suggestions for improvements should be reported to the Principal or Deputy Principal.
4. Staff have  the  right  to  make  representations  on  safety,  health  and  welfare  in  the

workplace.
5. The management have the right to investigate accidents and dangerous occurrences.
6. The  management  have the right to communicate with The National  Authority to seek

advice, and  to investigate potential hazards and complaints made by staff. To accompany
the inspector from the National Authority on an inspection tour, if relevant.

 

Safe Upkeep

 All staff members have responsibility for reporting any defects to ensure the safe upkeep
of the workplace.

 Principal and delegated post holders initiate and oversee the evacuation procedures in the
event of an emergency.

 Principal delegates the provision of First Aid supplies to a named postholder, and ensures
that at least one staff member in each building has adequate First Aid training.
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 The Principal  is  responsible  for  updating  and revising the  safety statement  at  regular
intervals.

 The Principal oversees and delegates to the class teachers the recording and documenting
of accidents, behaviour; of maintaining a class incident book, leaving- school-early book
(which  can  be  recorded on Aladdin) class  roll,  attendance  record,  notes  to  and from
parents.  The Principal maintains the register and enrolment forms.

Evaluation: 

Staff evaluates the implementation of the policy at staff meeting and the Principal reports to
the B.O.M.
The Principal, post-holders and colleagues have responsibility to see that all staff members
undertake their duties/responsibilities by personal example,  encouragement and support to
each other.

Staff Training

The B.O.M. and the Principal make provision for training of staff.

Teachers’ Supervision arrangements

The Principal/Deputy Principal  have  the duty of overseeing that supervision in general is
adequate.
Random Patrol of the grounds will be done by the Principal and /or staff members.

This statement will be retained in the school and its provisions will be brought to the notice
of the staff.  The statement will be kept available for inspection by an Inspector of the Health
and Safety Authority and all other parties affected by this statement.

Concluding comment

This Safety Statement has been prepared based on conditions existing in the school at the
time of writing.  It may be altered, revised or updated at a future date so as to comply with
any changes in conditions.

Roles and Responsibilities  : 

Teaching staff, Parents and Board of Management collaborate and support each other in the
development, implementation and evaluation of this policy. 

Review 

The policy will be reviewed every three years. All the stakeholders will be involved in the
review. 

Ratification: This policy was ratified by the Board of Management on _________________.
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Signed: ________________________________

(Chairperson of Board of Management)

Signed: _________________________________

(Principal)

Date: 

Date of next review: 
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